The Devils Views…
Why I Opted to Legalise Drugs
Consent and free will mainly, as we have the
right to choose what we do with our bodies.
which means we need to learn to assess our
own risks in life. (and well we get to tax it as
well, which has to be good)

We each have to make our own mind, on
what is an acceptable risk, based on the facts,
and if people are running around panicking,
complaining of mutated it limbs, its perhaps a
bad sign, and you don’t want to do go there…

However the problem with this is, is that
drugs are bad, and people are stupid, and
there are those who would rather decide for
people what they can and can’t do.
unfortunately that solution only works while
the people are credible, as soon as someone
argues something wrong, you loose faith in
the body, and you start to going it alone,
resentment builds and before you know it,
you have a war on your hands, and well I
would rather trust government again, which is
why I would rather legalise the drugs, allow
people to advertise on the basis that drugs kill
you, and then everyone else can go back to
slagging them off, and we can begin to listen
again, and trust government, as I don’t trust
them at the moment, as we seem to argue
politics more.

it gets a bit repetitive after that, people don’t
trust people and go with what we know, and
why should you I trust you? they are in it for
themselves, and its back to free will, and
choice and I can’t let people think for me ever,
as it’s a slave mentality, and people start
assuming they are in charge, and they aren’t
in charge of my life as we’re all equals on this
world. i.e. the many don’t get to tell the few,
what they can and can’t do, just because you
think something is risky, or you don’t approve
doesn’t give you the right to impose your
views on them.

obvious, that would lead to mixed messages,
drugs are good, drugs are bad and you would
get thermalide all over again, which is another
problem, as I have to distinguish between
recreational drugs, and health needs, and
yeah I don’t trust anyone, take nothing, take
everything and before you know it, your
screwed. and well you have to grow up
sometime, so like it or not, your going to have
to earn to use use your brain and reason it out.
read the small print, drugs will kill you in the
end, now listen to your mum, government
and friends, then find the facts out for
yourself. Whats good and what not, and yet
people still come back and say that they have
the right to decide for people, and you don’t

Letting people decide for you, is prone to
abuse, someone f**ks up, and or pays
someone off, and the next thing you know,
people are going - “but they told me it was
safe” - and it wasn’t safe, ergo legalise the lot,
and say, its not safe, and its your funeral, as
people can but rat poison, but it doesn’t mean
they drink it. Your choice, your risk, and that’s
that. as there is no trust anymore.
obviously anyone being talked into anything,
against their will is a dammed fool, and
perhaps deserves to be removed from the
human race, by their own incompetence, as I
have no sympathy there, and well you have to
learn to judge the facts, and formulate your
own conclusions, based on evidence, and you
live with the risks, now who are you going to
let do your thinking for you ?yourself
hopefully, but by all means “trust” your
regulated bodies, who say that drug is bad
don’t take it, but those foolish enough to go it
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alone, well don’t say we didn’t warn you, but
its your life, and your funeral, as you decide
what is safe, and what is not. as I would rather
listen to advice then be told what to do. as it
only takes one advert of people trying to push
morality, down your throat for me to turn off
and go the other way… i.e. someone starts
pushing politics, you ignore facts, and go with
what everyone else is doing instead, there is
no trust, just panic reaction, and well I can’t
abide by that, as I need to know, so I need
the numbers, the stats, and well the stories of
what others have tried… and I shall watch and
learn, before I take the fools path 0, but its
still my choice, and you have to accept that,
please. else I can never trust you again.
likewise I have the right to kill myself if I wish,
as its freedom of choice, as I don’t think this
reality is real anyway, and well its f**king
boring at the best of times, life is short and
you might as well go with what you have as I
don’t want to live a slaves existence again.
Raising standards
I’ve watched people get ill, on an unregulated
market, because they don’t know what’s in it,
and well you need to know what’s in things
and if someone lies, you prosecute them for
it, you go after people for telling a lie
(including government) and well you have to
be honest about it, so everything has to be
legal, and people given the facts, so they
question it themselves. else it all goes
underground, and that f**ks lives up.
it comes back to trust, if your worried about a
way of life, then your obvious crap at showing
the facts, and you can’t change people by
suppressing them, get a better argument, or
realise you’ve lost the war, as people will
always opt for free will, over slavery, to make
a point! inter alia bon sur as like it or not

YES I CAN, and YES I WILL, and the more you
push me into a negative stance, the more I
shall resist, and make my own life, as I have
the god ridden right to be stupid, and that’s
the point. though I generally only stick with
alcohol (assuming I had the cash) which I
don’t but, yeah free will again, some do,
others don’t and well I like my mind as is, but
that doesn’t give me the right to stop them
having fun, or me, if I ever learn what it is!
Hypocritical stance re smoking kills, and its
assault
I have no issue with people smoking in private,
however the moment their smoke hits me, its
assault, and I don’t like it. ergo I have no issue
with drugs, but I hate me being put at risk,
directly. ergo I say no to that, in that context,
unless someone invents something to stop
the smoke bothering me… your life, and mine,
deal with it. please. as my mind is legal, and
well its assault, but the other is free will, and
unless your attacking me, I can’t really do
anything about it, as its my space, and your
life… remember that please
medical community, and failure to treat
taxation from the drugs goes to pat for the
insurance, to treat and/or you just refuse
them treatment, as its their fault, I’m not
fussy here, as you each choose your risk, and
while I don’t want anyone to die, I know
others will whinge, so if they feel that strongly
about others having fun, then let them die, if
that’s what you want…
obviously those with money, will probably go
private, as the nhs is crap, inter alia Anyway
bottom line, it goes to consent, you either
want to live in a world where others control
your life, or one where you control your own,
and well I opted for my own! andIf you don’t
like it -tough as I trust my knowledge, and my
experience more then yours!
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